Cellular Shade Installation Instructions
Tools you will need:
Measuring Tape
1/4” Magnetic Nut Driver
Cordless Drill
Screwdriver
Ladder/Step Stool

Hardware you will receive
Cell Shade
Installation Brackets
Mounting Screws
Cord Cleat
Cord Cleat Screws

Blind installation
Hold the installation
bracket in place ¾” back
from edge of drywall.

Making sure the cell shade is
facing towards the interior
of house, an indicator is the
pull cord is accessible, place
headrail up to brackets with
the top of headrail angled
towards the top clip of brackets. Insert the front of brackets
into the slot of the headrail, and once in place, push the rest
of the headrail up and back towards the back of bracket
until it latches on to the bottom of the headrail. Check
bottom latches of brackets to make sure they were secured.

Find desired location at side
of window for cord cleat, and
mark. With a screwdriver, attach the cord cleat to the wall.

Operating your new cell shades
Corded shades come with
1 pull cord for operating. Pull
the cord away from window to
raise the fabric shade from the
down position, and to lock in
place at any desired position.
To release from the “locked”
position, pull cord toward center of window.
Cordless can be operated simply by gently pulling down or
lifting up on the bottom rail to the desired height.
Top down/bottom up operates similarly to the single
corded shade. One side raises or lowers the shade off of the
sill and the other raises or lowers the shade from the top of
the shade.

Care and cleaning of your cell shades
Installed shades should be dusted regularly with a soft, clean
cloth, feather duster or lightly vacuumed with a soft brush
attachment. Complete immersion is not recommended
unless shade is badly soiled. If shade is immersed in water,
make certain that all hardware components are thoroughly
dried immediately after rinsing. Drain any excess water
from fabric and raise shade to set pleats. Lower shade until
fabric is completely dry.
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With mounting screw already
in magnetic driver, attach
bracket. Use two screws for
each bracket. Repeat for
second bracket on opposite
side. If cell shade width is over
47” use third bracket provided
for center of shade.

Cord cleat
installation

